Because ourMarchSampler of the Month . . .

. . . wasn't announced until mid-month, we have extended the Sampler-of-the-Month 15% discounts on the chart, fabric, and/or silks
through this weekend. I'm stitching the very beautiful "Maria Short Sampler" from Moira Blackburn on 40c Vintage Pear from
Lakeside Linens with Belle Soie silks, but it will be equally beautiful on Vintage Examplar with Needlepoint, Inc. silks as Sheila selected
yesterday or with A Ver A'Soie silks on your favorite linen. For clarification for some, our sampler-of-the-month discount is available
to anyone ~ it is not part of our Attic Addicts Club monthly discounts.

The Whitman Sampler Tins . . .

. . were brought in as an accompaniment to this wonderful design from Clara/The Stitching Parlor entitled "My First Sewing Box" ($6)
~ and as a customer service for those ordering the chart. The tins have been purchased at retail and are being sold for $9. We package
them very carefully, "well bubbled" for shipment, and for the most part have been able to meet your color requests. When we order
them, we do not have a color choice. We take what we get. Another several dozen are on their way to us. Because of the shipping costs
.

(the tin with candy weighs 1+ pounds, which bumps it up from first-class mail into a priority-mail package), it is better for you, the
customer, and for us, if we can include an additional item or two in the shipment. Otherwise the shipping costs are proportionately high
for the contents, for both of us.

New in the Shop . . .

Some of these are not so new anymore but just as wonderful as the day we first saw them, and we wanted to share them anyway:
From Paulette/Plum Street Samplers, "Salem Sisters Ii" ($9) ~ and in the Stories to Live By Series, "Joshua" ($8) ~ and "Beloved"
($9)

From Gentle Pursuit Designs, wonderful accessories:
"Dolley's Slipper" ($23, includes Gloriana silk and ribbons) is an adaptation of one of the designer's favorite Shaker antiques, an
1880's sewing shoe, and was created in the likeness of Dolley Madison's French silk slippers on exhibit in the Greensboro, NC
Historial Museum. There's a doctor's flannel needlepage inside the sole of the slipper, and included is a pinwheel accessory.
"Glad Tidings Bell Needlecase" ($12) is based on an antique in the designer's collection ~ the inside of the bell houses bell-shaped
needlepages with a ruffled strawberry emery serving as the bell clapper ~ what a charming gift for a dear friend at Christmas
time!
"The Shaker Bonnet" ($14) chartpack includes the design and finishing instructions for a thimble bag, needlecase and pinwheel.
"Maker & Mender Stitching Accessory Case" ($16) is on order ~ we had it in the shop several years ago and have reordered it
based on several recent customer requests, so just in case some of you haven't seen it . . .

Lori/La-D-Da 's newest designs: "Quaker Alphabet" ~ "Girl in Red Dress" ~ "Lauren's Voice" ~ each $8. I LOVE La-D-Da 's designs!

From another favorite designer of mine, Linda/Chessie & Me, because there's often a cat and a flag in the design, two more of my
favorites, ""Sweet Land of Liberty" ($18 includes 30c Weeks' linen) ~ "The Gift is Small Pincushion" ($18 includes 32c Old Dominion
linen) ~ "Busy Bee Tuffet with Scissors Fob" ($8) ~ with its bee theme, it looks like something that Donna needs ~ and "Miss Chessie's
Tuffet with Scissors Fob" ($8)

Wonderful Words of Wisdom (WOW) from Glendon Place, each $10 ~ "About Character" ~ "About Friends" ~ "About Success" ~ "About
:The Heart" ~ "About Life" ~ "About Truth"

Punch needle designs from someone new to us, French Fantasy Designs , who do some of the best "punch" designs we've seen, "Calla
Lilies" ($14) and "Poppy Fields" ($16)

From Louise/Cherished Stitches , more of her charming needlework smalls, "Amethyst Sewing Bag" ($12) and "Amethyst Collection
Scissors Case and Pinkeep" ($12) ~ and "Gilly Flower Sampler," ($18), a lovely band sampler design using 17th Century stitches and
motifs. The chartpack includes 8 photographs of the detached buttonhole stitch in progress, almost as good as having Louise there in
person demonstrating it for you. Other stitches used include the double backstitch, four-sided stitch over 2 and over 4, smyrna cross
over 2, Algerian eyelet and eyelet variation over 8, queen stitch herringbone, double running, reversible cross stitch, and a cutwork/lacis
section with needle weaving.

Two more in Nora Corbett's Christmas Eve Couriers Series, "Dancer" and "Blitzen" (his ribbon garland inadvertently got cut off in the
scanning), each $11, each design 80 x 100 stitches.

From Charland Designs "A Stitcher's Heart Needlecase" ($45 for the complete kit) uses as its template the pop-up heart sewing case
from Needleboxes, Etc./Charted Imagery , also included in the kit) ~ and "Mary Cooke" ($8), part 10 of Lisa Cowell 's "My Grandma's
Attic" Series.

Two from The Trilogy, a chart, "Zoo Line Up" ($16 includes Sterling bird charm) ~ and "Secret Shamrock" ($17 includes Belfast linen +
2 buttons), just in time for you to get a very early start on next year's "holiday stitching."

Prairie Moon 's very clever new "word" series, with the chartpacks (each $18) including a primitive attachment that adds dimension to
your framed piece: "Friends" ~ "America Cat" ~ "Welcome" ~ and "America Flag," my favorite! Also, "A Very Good Year" and "Faces of
Eve" ($10 each) ~ and ""Hana" and "I Thee Wed" ($12 each) ~ these are quite stunning in person

Two from Rosewood Manor , "Seasons of the Trees" ($22) with several smaller "bonus" charts included in the book that each make
wonderful smaller projects ~ and "Medallions" ($11) shown both in red and blue, framed and as a bellpull.

Two new 30-count Legacy linens in two great colors, Parchment (which looks like the background in the scan) and Porcelain Pink ~ and an
adorable limited-edition kit from The Workbasket, shown finished as a "button holder" as well as a "floss holder" (

A threadpack from Crescent Colours/Praiseworthy Stitches, "Thistle Bird Spring" ($12) with the threads shown scanned on Vintage
Winter Sky ~ and a limited-edition chart + frame from Praiseworthy Stitches" called "First Snow." The chart is available separately for
$6.

We were asked to convert "And They Sinned" ($48) to Belle Soie for a customer, and here's what Linda came up with, shown scanned on
40c Vintage Bittersweet. It is simply a beautiful conversion, and for one who loves to stitch with silk, now I want to put this wonderful
sampler in my to-do basket as well

There's still more to show you, but I believe I've run out of room and out of time for today. I hope receiving this today instead of last
Friday makes your Monday a bit brighter. I've always disliked Mondays, ever since I was a child in school ~ I LOVE Fridays and enjoy
making this a part of your Fridays. But it was a busy week since last we "met" with much family time, and family is at the top of my list.
An Easter picnic and then Grandparents Day at Tyler and Hannah's school with a very special program presented by all of the grades.
Tyler and Hannah on stage and Tyler and Hannah with Grandpa Ralph and Grandma Billie.

I hope to be back very soon, maybe even tomorrow, with some VERY cool stuff!

Jean Lea
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